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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
Maclab Development Group, Pangman Development Corporation, John Day
Developments, and Probus Project Management engaged ParioPlan Inc. to rezone a
site located in Downtown Edmonton Alberta on the northeast corner of 108 Street
(Capital Boulevard) and Jasper Avenue NW from (UW) Urban Warehouse Zone and
(JAMSC) Jasper Avenue Main Street Commercial Zone to (DC2) Site Specific Direct
Control Provision. The general intent of the rezoning to allow for the development of a
mixed-use building composed of a podium containing commercial uses and access
lobbies for residential condominium and rental units located in two residential towers
and a midrise link building.
As per Section 720.4 of the Edmonton Zoning Bylaw 12800, a (DC2) Site Specific Direct
Control Provision application must:
c. “contact the affected parties, being each assessed owner of land wholly or
partly located within a distance of 60.0 m of the Site of the proposed
development and the President of each affected Community League and the
President of each Business Revitalization Zone Association operating within the
distance described above, at least 21 days prior to submission of a Rezoning
Application;
d. outline to the affected parties, the details of the application and solicit their
comments on the application;
e. document any opinions or concerns, expressed by the affected parties, and
what modifications were made to address their concerns; and
f. submit the documentation as part of the Rezoning Application”

As part of the DC2 rezoning process, the following consultation events were undertaken
by ParioPlan Inc. and the ownership group:
May 18, 2018

Meeting with the Downtown Edmonton Community League and
Downtown Business Association

June 4, 2018

Meeting with Ward 6 Councillor Scott McKeen

June 12, 2018

Pre-application Letters were mailed out

June 15, 2018

Communication with Council and Mayor

November 6, 2018

Edmonton Design Committee Informal Presentation
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2.0 CONSULTATION EVENTS
2.1 Meeting with the Downtown Edmonton Community League and
Downtown Business Association
On May 18, 2018, representatives from ParioPlan Inc. and the Ownership Group made a
presentation to the Downtown Edmonton Community League President and Executive
Director of the Edmonton Downtown Business Association describing the project
concepts. This was followed by a short discussion about the project. Below is a summary
of the comments received and discussion about the project:

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

The El Mirador apartments historic value is in the courtyard and it is good to see
this acknowledged in the design of the building.
Will there be any access to the Corona LRT Station from inside the building?
Maybe access could be moved into the building.
The Central Connector LRT Line is planned to run along 107th Street, having the
trains and track break up the proposed Warehouse Campus Neighbourhood
Central Park is not ideal, we need to connect both sides of this park.
We need a variety of products in the downtown that include heights, and tenure
(condo vs. rental). What is the right balance in the downtown?
There is some concern with the height and density limits in downtown. The
Capital City Downtown Plan has limits for each area but almost every project is
going to a DC2 to allow for an increase.
With the Warehouse Campus Central Neighbourhood Park backing onto the
development, you need to have high quality finishes on all sides of the building.
Build on the experience of Rice Howard Way and the Kelly Ramsey pedestrian
walkways to create a high-quality pedestrian thoroughfare to access the new
park.
We need to think about where the next “104 Street” will be. With the
improvements to 108 Street it could be along this street, we just need to set the
tone for the west downtown area.

2.2 Meeting with Ward 6 Councillor Scott McKeen
The project team met with Ward 6 Councillor Scott McKeen on June 4, 2018 regarding
the redevelopment plans for the subject site. During the meeting Councillor McKeen
expressed that he liked the overall plan, particularly the massing and architectural
treatment shown on the buildings. He also mentioned that he was pleased with the
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interface and integration with proposed Warehouse Campus District Central Park.
Specific items that were discussed included:
•

•

•

•

Looking at the potential of designing and operating 108 Street (Capital
Boulevard) to accommodate mixed traffic (i.e. cars, pedestrians, cyclists) to
have them move slowly through the area and enable them to enjoy the public
art.
More discussion need to take place around fostering a public/private
partnership around the design, development, and ongoing programming of the
proposed Warehouse Campus District Central Park.
Concern was shared with the Project team with having the LRT line on 107 Street
that would present a physical and visual barrier between the two halves of the
proposed park.
Sensitivity around the El Mirador apartment block. A key feature is the courtyard
which will be included in the redevelopment to celebrate the El Mirador’s history.

2.3 Pre-Application Letter Mailout
To inform the community and stakeholders, four hundred and thirty (430) Preapplication Letters were mailed out on June 12, 2018 to property owners within a 120metre radius, the ward Councillor, the Downtown Business Association, and the
Downtown Edmonton Community League. In addition, the notice was forwarded to all
members of Edmonton City Council to keep them apprised of the project. A copy of
the letter can be found in Appendix A: Pre- Application Notice. Recipients were given
until July 13, 2018, a total of thirty-one (31) days to respond with their comments and
questions about the project.
Two phone responses were received, and no email responses were received during the
thirty-one (31) day response period.

Phone Call
A recipient of the Pre-application Notice called ParioPlan inquiring about the
development – specifically the construction timeline and if there was a City meeting he
could attend.
Response
ParioPlan responded that the construction timeline would be approximately four to six
years depending on permits and market conditions. ParioPlan stated that it would be
up to the City of Edmonton whether or not they felt a City sponsored meeting or open
house would be held.
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Phone Call
A recipient of the Pre-application Notice called ParioPlan asking what the construction
timelines were for the project and who they could contact regarding leasing retail
space in the development.
Response
ParioPlan responded that the construction timelines would be approximately four to six
years depending on permits and market conditions. ParioPlan informed the caller that
for leasing information it would be best to contact the developers directly, as the
planning consultant they were involved with the rezoning.

2.4 Communication with Council and Mayor
On June 15, 2018, ParioPlan sent a note to all Councillors and the Mayor on behalf of
the Ownership Group to advise them about the rezoning application and share some
of initial ideas for the project. We also followed up with all of them to offer additional
information and/or clarifications, if needed.

2.5 Edmonton Design Committee Informal Presentation
On November 6, 2018 representatives from Maclab Development Group, Pangman
Development Corporation, John Day Developments, Probus Project Management,
ParioPlan Inc., and DIALOG met with the Edmonton Design Committee (EDC) for an
informal presentation. The goal of the presentation was to introduce the project, give
an overview of the design, and receive comments and feedback from the committee
members to incorporate into the project.
After the fifteen-minute presentation, each member of the EDC present had an
opportunity to provide comments and feedback. Below is a summary of each
committee member’s questions, comments, and suggestions:
Comment: I think the development is a good design that is sensitive response to the location
on the corner with the pedestrian connection and ground floor commercial. The transitions
between the podium, midrise building, and towers are well done. Transparent amenity at
the top is good
Question: I am not clear on the design of the rear of the building and how it is represented
compared to the front. How are the loading areas, parking ramp, and emergency services
going to be integrated into the rear of the building and interface with the park?
Response: We are working through options and need to carefully consider how the rear will
be designed in relation to the park.
Comment: The connection on middle of the block is good but seems like it may be too
narrow or not an appropriate scale.
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Comment: Overall great potential. The ground floor retail (podium) addressing the streets
seem homogenous and could use some refinement to include design elements that create
more active or animated spaces to add vibrancy to the ground floor.
Question: Could provide more detail on the lobby in the next presentation?
Response: We agree, the design team is working on options to address this. Podium needs
to be different, could be brick, could be terracotta.
Question: Is there a reason for the differentiation between the materials / treatment of the
rental tower and the condominium tower?
Response: The cladding and materials used on all both towers are the same – they are
intentionally placed on different sides and not lined up to create a sense of movement and
visual interest. North and south facades on rental tower match east and west facades from
a materiality and expression point of view.
Question: The back of the building needs to be carefully addressed to ensure the loading
and parking structures interface with the future park well. How they will relate?
Response: The design team has been working with the City on options for integrating the
development with the park.

Comment: This location is a unique location in the City with the meeting of the Warehouse
District and Jasper Avenue Main Street.
Question: Is there a relationship being created between these two districts in terms of a
transition from the park to the streetscape opportunity for the community?
Response: The design team is working through what materials will be used, we aim to bring
aspects of the warehouse district to all sides of the development and make sure they are
compatible with the park.
Comment: I think there is a great opportunity to link the cozy neighbourhood feel of the
residential and park on the east side and integrate it with the commercial and downtown
feel of the west side to create a transition from 107 Street to 108 Street.
Question: Are there any targets for sustainability metrics or a formal rating system.
Response: The ownership group is committed to ensuring sustainability is at the forefront of
the design. Given modern building codes and technology most projects are already at a
level similar to LEED Silver – the ownership group may or may not decide to pursue a formal
accreditation or rating system. Investment can be better spent in sustainability features than
in a formal accreditation.
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Comment: Looks like and exciting destination.
Question: How will you interface the parking garage / building with the Corona LRT station
entrance?
Response: There will be no access from the building or parkade to the LRT due to security
and maintenance issues and responsibility. We are going to be removing the current LRT
station access and working with the City and Edmonton Police Service to create a new
safe, well lit access. We want to distinguish and celebrate the LRT entrance with
transparency and good lighting.
Question: What is the parking schedule of the project?
Response: 1 stall/unit for condo; 0.65-0.75 for rental. Our intent is to ensure there will be no
overparking.
Question: What is the phasing of the project?
Response: Phase I will be construction of the podium, midrise link building and condo tower
to create a seamless and coherent experience on the ground and in the public realm.
Phase II will be the addition of the rental tower.

Question: Could you elaborate on the amenity areas, what will be public versus private
amenity areas?
Response: Amenity areas above the ground floor, roof of the midrise building, and tower
tops will be private amenity areas accessible to the residents. Ground floor amenities such
as the commercial space, port-cochere, and public realm improvements – the corner cut
and integration into the future park, will be publicly accessible.
Question: What were the wind study recommendations and design response to minimize
wind impacts?
Response: The wind study is underway, but we recognize the need to create a pleasant
and enjoyable public realm. To ensure this is achieved we are aiming to reduce the wind
impacts at the ground floor. The midrise link building and the podium will block or break up
much of the downward washing of wind from the towers. The extended and articulated
balconies will also help disrupt the airflow.
Question: Do you have a number of parking stalls and levels of parking to be built?
Response: The design team is working towards finding a level of parking that provides
enough stalls for the residents without being overparked. Parking ratios for rental are
planned for 0.65 – 0.75 and condominium at 1.00. At this time we are planning for 850 –
1,000 parking stalls on 4.5 to 6 levels of underground parking.

Comment: This is a really exciting project and well done.
Question: What are the timelines for the project?
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Response: Pre-sales will start in late spring/summer of 2019, based on how sales go we will
obtain a Development Permit and Building permit with construction starting six months after
this.
Question: Really like that you are going to get rid of the LRT entrance on Jasper. How are
you going to distinguish the LRT entrance?
Response: In talks with the City and Edmonton Police Service we are going to ensure it is a
welcoming, transparent, and safe place for people to access the LRT. We will focus on
ensuring it is well lit and will be safe at all hours of the day and use Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design. We have been, and will continue to, work with the City on the
design.

Question: What are the setbacks outlined in the DC2?
Response: Currently there is a 0.0 metre setback on the east and north lot lines, the laneway
has a 0.0 setback on both sides. A portion of the east/west laneway will be purchased by
the ownership group.
On Jasper Avenue and 108 Street we have a 5-foot (1.5 metre) setback to help improve the
public realm and provide more space for pedestrians. Pulling back the building on the
corner with the 45-degree cut was done to provide more space on the corner as well.
Comments: There is a lot of discussion on the active public realm and I think it would be a
good idea to look at the main floor retail and to try and bring down architectural elements
from the third floor down onto the first. There may be an opportunity to open up the façade
with indoor/outdoor space such as a restaurant patio similar to the Cactus Club.
Question: Is there any opportunity that there could be some second-floor retail, especially
on the Jasper side for a balcony or some kind active frontage.
Response: If we can find a retailer that can operate in that environment and would like to
use that space, we would definitely be open to it. We may consider creating a retail
opportunity on the second floor for retail. It probably would not be the whole second floor.

Comment: The lower midrise building seems very stiff and rigid when compared to the
towers. I’m not sure if this is intentional or if the towers have had more work done but I would
ask that you incorporate some of the relief found in the towers. I do like how the towers start
a few stories up rather than being plopped on top of the podium and I like to see that
change.
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3.0 NEXT STEPS
The results of the Pre-application Letter mailout and the meetings with the Downtown
Edmonton Community League and the Downtown Business Association have been
documented in this Pre-consultation Summary Report. With the completion of the Preconsultation, the Project Team will submit the Rezoning Application to the City of
Edmonton for review. Once the review process is complete, the application will go to
first reading, public hearing and then second and third readings for bylaw approval.
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APPENDIX A: Pre-application Notice
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As shown on the below Rezoning Area Map, the Site encompasses eight (8) lots distributed within
two distinct downtown zoning districts – (JAMSC) Jasper Avenue Main Street Commercial and (UW)
Urban Warehouse District. The parcel labelled as Area “A” on the Rezoning Area Map comprising four
lots has an area of 0.3 hectares (0.73 acres) and includes the properties located at 10722, 10744 and
10752 Jasper Avenue – Area “A” is currently zoned (JAMSC) Jasper Avenue Main Street Commercial.
The parcel labelled as Area “B” on the Rezoning Map, also comprising four lots, has an area of 0.29
hectares (0.72 acres), and includes and is municipally known as 10125 and 10133 108 Street. Area “B”
is currently zoned (UW) Urban Warehouse District.

June 11, 2018

102 AVE.

A

Re:
Application to rezone from (JAMSC) Jasper Avenue Main Street Commercial Zone and (UW)
Urban Warehouse Zone to (DC2) Site Specific Development Control Provision for a site located on the
northeast corner of Jasper Avenue and 108 Street – Capital Boulevard.

106 ST.

107 ST.

B
JAMSC

Dear Neighbour:

108 ST.

UW

109 ST.

DC2
(473)
(2)

Maclab Development Group (www.maclabdevelopment.com), John Day Developments, and
Pangman Development Corporation (www.pangmandev.com) have partnered to design a high
quality mixed use, commercial and residential development at the corner of Jasper Avenue and
108 Street in Edmonton. These partners have retained ParioPlan Inc. (www.parioplan.com), DIALOG
(www.dialogdesign.ca), Hariri Pontarini Architects (www.hariripontarini.com) ISL Engineering and
Land Services (islengineering.com), Probus Project Management (www.probuspm.com) and Bunt &
Associates (www.bunteng.com) to rezone the above captioned properties (the “Site”).

FROM (UW) URBAN WAREHOUSE
ZONE to (DC2) SITE SPECIFIC
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL
PROVISION

FROM (JAMSC) JASPER AVENUE
MAIN STREET COMMERCIAL ZONE
to (DC2) SITE SPECIFIC
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL
PROVISION

Maclab Development Group is an Alberta based development company where success
is long-term. We see ourselves as neighbours developing neighbourhoods. As a family-owned
company, our values and our commitment to our community are non-negotiable. They
determine how we treat people, how we choose partners, how we give, how we do business.

JASPER AVE.

REZONING AREA MAP

CMU

We want to let you know that in addition to this notice, we have met with the Executive Director
of the Downtown Business Association and the President of the Downtown Edmonton Community
League on May 11, 2018. The City will also provide further information regarding this project and may
hold a City sponsored Public Open House to present the DC2 rezoning application that will provide
you additional opportunities to offer feedback.

DC2

US

DC2

We encourage you to contact Marcelo Figueira at (780) 423-6824, marcelo@parioplan.com or Evan
Joyes, ejoyes@parioplan.com with ParioPlan before July 13, 2018, if youRezoning
have anyApplication
questions orArea
require
Map
PROPOSED REZONING AREA A (0.30 ha or 0.73 ac)
clarifications.
We
would
be
happy
to
discuss
/
review
the
proposed
project
with
you.
Lots 89-92, Block 7, Plan NB
from (JAMSC) JASPER AVENUE MAIN STREET

from (UW) URBAN WAREHOUSE ZONE to (DC2)
SITE SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENT CONTROL
PROVISION

10125, 108 Street and 10133, 108 Street
10752, 10744 and 10722 Jasper Ave
Edmonton, AB

Marcelo
Figueira,
RPP, MCIP
SITE
SPECIFIC MEDes,
DEVELOPMENT
DC2
CMU COMMERCIAL MIXED ZONE
CONTROL
PROVISION
Senior Urban
Planner
& Designer /US
Manager
URBAN SERVICES ZONE
URBAN WAREHOUSE
ZONE
UW
#605, 10080
Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5J 1V9
JAMSC

JASPER AVENUE MAIN STREET
COMMERCIAL ZONE

John Day Developments; John Day is an Edmonton-born lawyer and local developer with a deep
affection for the city, and the projects he undertakes reflects that sentiment. The transformative
impact in Edmonton’s landscape is reflected in the renovated the Garneau Theatre on 109
Street and the former Cecil Hotel at Jasper Avenue and 104 Street. Recently, John, with Pangman
Development Corporation acting as Development Manager, led the development of the new
Enbridge Centre. The project, on the site of the old Kelly-Ramsey building which straddles the block
between 101 Street and Rice Howard Way, north of Jasper Avenue, replaced the fire-ravaged
original building with the first new Financial District Tower built in Edmonton in 25 years. The new
Enbridge Centre found an innovative way to retain the original four-storey facades of the historic
buildings that once graced the site, blending architectural history with contemporary design.
Pangman Development Corporation is an Edmonton based real estate development corporation.
Pangman doesn’t just build buildings. We create innovative spaces that improve people’s lives.
Spaces that honour the ground they sit on—and make a difference in their city for years to come.
Through every project, Pangman works hard to make our world a little more memorable.

Lots 93-96, Block 7, Plan B2

COMMERCIAL ZONE to (DC2) SITE SPECIFIC

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PROVISION
Sincerely,
PROPOSED
PARIOPLAN
Inc.REZONING AREA B (0.29 ha or 0.72 ac)

PRE-APPLICATION CONSULTATION NOTICE
TO ADJACENT PROPERTY OWNERS

N.T.S.
Project No.: 15-043

N
Date: October 2015

You are being contacted because you own land or live near the properties that Pangman
Development Corporation and Maclab Development Group are rezoning to (DC2) Site Specific
Development Control Provision. As part of Section 720.4 of the Edmonton Zoning Bylaw 12800, a (DC2)
Site Specific Development Control Provision rezoning application requires community pre-consultation
at least 21 days prior to submitting the application. Although the project is in the design stage, this
notice outlines details of this proposed development for your review and comment.

The context of the proposed development
has three unique characteristics:
• First, as the Site is located on Jasper Avenue
adjacent to the Corona LRT Station, this
project will be a Transit Oriented Development
(TOD), which is an approach to city-building
that concentrates housing, shopping, and
employment along public transit networks. This
approach to development creates a vibrant,
sustainable city by providing the area with
more housing, shopping, and employment
within walking distance to public transit.
• Secondly, the Site faces 108 Street also known
as Capital Boulevard which acknowledges
and celebrates Edmonton as the capital
of Alberta. Capital Boulevard is one of the
catalyst projects of the Capital City Downtown
Plan and advances the goal of creating
a vibrant, well designed, sustainable and
accessible downtown. This project can build
on the enhanced appearance and improved
walkability of the street and will contribute to
making the vision of Capital Boulevard.
• Thirdly, the Site is across the lane from a
proposed district park north of Jasper Avenue
between 106 and 107 Streets. This provides
opportunities to design the development
with highly aesthetic and pleasant facades
on all sides, meaning a truly four-façade
development.

The proposed uses would be similar to those
in the (UW) Urban Warehouse Zone, which
include uses such as:
• Apartment Housing
• Business Support Services
• Child Care Services
• General Retail Stores
• Live Work Units
• Government Services
• Restaurants
• And other related uses

The initial proposed development is a mixeduse project which includes a mid-rise podium
with two towers on top. Specifically, the project
design has the following features:
• At the street level, a 33-metre mid-rise podium
will provide active commercial frontages
and streetscape elements that will lend visual
interest and a human scale to development
along both Jasper Avenue and 108 Street,
with the goal of providing a pleasant
pedestrian experience. Above the ground
level commercial units, the mid-rise podium
encompasses residential units.
• In addition to the active commercial
frontages, the podium will feature pedestrian
links to the park.
• Rising above the mid-rise podium, there will
be two residential towers ranging from 120150 metres. Tower design intends to minimize
view overlap and maximize light penetration
into the new west district park.
• The number of units (density) is approximately
1050 residential units combined in the two
towers and the mid-rise podium with the intent
to develop a variety of unit types.
• The maximum Floor Area Ratio (FAR) would be
15.0, comparable to recently approved and
built projects in the area.

The benefits arising from this Site Specific
Direct Control rezoning are described below:
• Ensures building design is sympathetic, of high
quality, and uses contextually appropriate
materials while ensuring articulation of building
masses and façade defines scale.
• Ensures proper height transition from adjacent
properties providing compatible massing.
• With increased density, the proposed
development will contribute to the continued
vibrancy of downtown.
• All applicable guidelines of the City of
Edmonton Transit Oriented Development
Guidelines (TOD) are included. The TOD
Guidelines objective is to provide opportunities
for more transit supportive densities and
intensification.
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